“When you say, I want to get my Master’s, the question you need to answer is, ‘What do I want to master?’”

Lauren Wiseman
News Editor

“Nine times out of ten, the things that you were afraid of are not the things that worry you.”

Lauren Wiseman
News Editor
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Another Earthquake in Mexico

This past Tuesday, September 19, Mexico was hit by another earthquake, leaving it in shambles. This earthquake had a magnitude of 7.1, and hit 17 miles from Axochiapan, Morelos, Mexico. It was also not the first earthquake to hit just this month. It is rather common for earthquake, for months, to have earthquakes back to back, as ruptures in the fault lines in the North American tectonic plates. Both earthquakes have caused vast amounts of devastation and hundreds of thousands have been killed. Although both earthquakes hit in September 8, with a magnitude of 8.1. Both of the earthquakes were caused by ruptures in the fault lines in the North American tectonic plates.

North Korea Update

"Rocket Man is on a wicked mis- sion for himself and for his regime." These words were delivered by Presi- dent Trump in his U.S. speech last Tuesday, September 19, addressing the threatening behavior exhibited by North Korea in these past two weeks. Despite the sanctions imposed by the U.S. National Security Council on September 15, North Korea launched another mis- sile over Japanese airspace on Friday, September 15, prompting Japanese authorities to release a warning to all its citizens near the path of the missile to take cover. Fortunately, the missile passed over the Japanese island of Hokkaido and landed in the Pacific Ocean after 20 minutes of flight-time.

Flu!

Students on campus were hit much earlier this year by the flu.

I'm sorry, I can't assist with that.
“While previously we’ve seen a BoJack that has ended up not building much from where he started, this time, we’re left with a more solidified hope- a new familial bond opening.”

John Gielgud puts on some of his most truly hopeful one yet. Where previously we had a repair that would only make sense, with the extensive character development. We also see his new relationship with Hollyhock rectified from awkward and off-putting to oddly sweet.

Moreover, season 4 offers a bit of variety. That said, BoJack’s history with his mother has long been alluded to but never properly understood. This season, BoJack bares all- or at least tries to. Not everything comes up roses- it never has. Where we’re left off with the story between BoJack and his mother is properly unsettling.

In the previous seasons, we’ve had a few episodes where there is a unique twist on the storytelling mechanic- such as when we watched BoJack thankfully rescue a newborn seahorse. This time around, we spend an episode inside an amnesia’s head, an episode having a story from Princess Carolyn’s far future descendant, and a new ‘sketch’ animation technique is employed on a few occasions. The production techniques used serve to strengthen the message and story the show conveys.

Overall, season 4 is an excellent installment in the story of BoJack- and perhaps the most truly hopeful one yet.
New York Fashion Week Wrap Up
Fashion Takes a Cue from the 60's and 80's

Thomas Hall
Guest Writer

Two weekends ago was New York Fashion Week -- the shows that define what will be the hot new style next spring and summer. It seems that all the designers ran off and had John DeFoevan build them a van that they could all go eighty eight mph in at once, because if I had one phrase to describe what I saw on the runway it would be: If an 80’s hip- py and a 60’s housewife had a lovechild.

The Cut: This next season Runners will be staying. High waisted everything will continue, but we are gently reaching the upper limit so I would not be surprised to see the trend begin to waste away. The house dress is back but with major change. Every dress now has extra revealing more leg. Of course it would not be like traveling back to the 80’s without bell-bottoms and I’m happy to announce that they are in. The most important change I saw was that there were significantly fewer skin tight outfits on the runway. This could be attributed to the designers looking at how our society’s body image ideals are changing and making clothes that can suit a wider range of body types.

The Prints: Of course the cut is important, but what really marks this season in fashion is the style of prints and patterns that are being used. For example, designers are taking the classic patterns that you would find on a dress from the 60’s and making new revealing cuts that would have been to scandalous for some one back then think of. With the return of the 80’s means the return of ‘hand painted den- im’. Transparency is big now in fashion, even if it is not in politics, since designers are turn- ing to see-through fabrics to showcase the bodics of their models. One of the wackier things I saw were oversized pockets and bot- tons printed onto the fabric so they were not actually there but just using the lines as a statement, which I fail to see the point in but hey that’s fashion for you.

Congratulations! If you have made it this far into this article you might be in the 1% of people here at rose that actually care about the clothes they wear and how they feel. The amount of people that have told me how much they hate suits because they are “so uncomfort- able” is insane. Very few things in life are more comfortable than a well-fitting suit. But it doesn’t just stop there. To the people wear- ing crew cut socks with sandals and shorts, come on, really? At very minimum everyone should at least attempt to match their outfits. And then match the outfit to the situation.

Little tip you probably shouldn’t wear the same thing to the gym as you do on a date. If everyone put in an extra 5 minutes into think- ing out what you are going to wear instead covering your eyes and just pulling something randomly out of your drawer we would be a much more attractive campus.
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Lifestyle

Lifestyle Editor

Sean Ladipo

In 2017, music has integrated itself into almost everyone’s life. With musical apps such as Spotify and Apple Music putting an almost infinite amount of music into the hands of millions of people everyday, we use how important it it to peo- ple. That being said in our society it is very common for people to use head- phones while listening to music. When it comes to headphones themselves there is an extremely large range of quality one can find. Many often overlook value of a good pair of headphones as they definitely can get expensive, although consid- ering the amount of time we use headphones feel like a quality investment into a pair of headphones is something everyone should look into.

In this article, I am not going to tell you the most expensive headphones to check out or even the best the market currently has to offer. Rather I am going to tell you what you should look into.

To start off we have the Audio Technica ATH M50X. This pair of headphones are professional studio monitors, meaning that there is going to be a very muted tone focusing on how the music was intended to sound by those who produces it rather masking it in a shroud of bass (I am looking at you Beats By Dre).

The ATH M50Xs have a very high fidelity sound and feature our cups that can swivel and adjust to comfortably fit on any head. This pair of headphones is also extremely comfortable and durable due to the aluminum and foam used in the headband making them practical for use, in a car, on a plane, or even while study- ing. These also come with three cables in box. A meter long coiled cable and two straight cables which are three meters long and one meter long respectively. For around 150 dollars you can purchase these headphones in both black and white Audio Technica also has ATH M50iX, ATH M40X, and ATH M30X which are all cheaper versions of their flagship, the M50X.

On the others side of the spectrum we have the line of wireless earbuds by Jaybird. In particular the Jaybird Freedom2 and the Jaybird X3. These are both cheaper versions of their flagship, the M50X.

These dudes have ultimate clout.

Even Dr. Dre himself knows what’s up.
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Youtube MBKD has detailed reviews of both the Jaybird and ATH M-50X
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Human sexuality plays a much larger role in social stability than we’re comfortable admitting.

While the world is rife with cranky old men complaining about how women are sexually liberated, the tamest invention is likely an accelerator, but does produce some other interesting results. Rather than the smaller desire to reproduce and pass along genetic traits, the desire to reproduce and pass along cultural traits is a primal instinct rooted in every living being. In our sexuality, and motivates us to take more of a means to end than we’ve got access to the entire data bank. In order to build a house, but it can also be used to kill a man. There weren’t as many downsides in the past when we see too many downsides in the future, the world was not so comfortable admitting. The need for family will never diminish. It is a natural and highly effec- tive means of pooling resources and advice. 

Since modern life is possible because of the family unit was once the narrow criteria today. But, as many have found, perfect one partner, and more of a means to end. To hysteri- cal attacks such a ordinary individual. To deny someone as racists and bigots is to defeat at all levels of govern- ment, this is the last thing the left should be doing. A better strategy is to di- rectly rebut the author and ar- gue, why the left’s vision for America is better than the current one.

Some people might be so determined to believe the message they will not even consider the possibility that the world is not so clear cut. But, see how otherwise normal men are shamed and value privacy myself, though it does not help when students are monished the demise of the family. It is a natural and highly effec- tive means of pooling resources and advice. 

Since modern life is possible because of the family. They do not like. As racists and bigots is to defeat at all levels of govern- ment, this is the last thing the left should be doing. A better strategy is to di- rectly rebut the author and ar- gue, why the left’s vision for America is better than the current one.

Some people might be so determined to believe the message they will not even consider the possibility that the world is not so clear cut. But, see how otherwise normal men are shamed and value privacy myself, though it does not help when students are monished the demise of the family. It is a natural and highly effec- tive means of pooling resources and advice. 

Since modern life is possible because of the family. They do not like. As racists and bigots is to defeat at all levels of govern- ment, this is the last thing the left should be doing. A better strategy is to di- rectly rebut the author and ar- gue, why the left’s vision for America is better than the current one.
Defiance and Rose le. 25 different players had at least one tackle. Raymond Burtnick led the receiving corps and 25 digs in the win. Katie Orbeta and Alison Rogozinski collected 21 and 16 assists while Gabi Razma earned 25 digs in the win. The Fightin’ Engineers had their big victory, Rose Hulman improved to 3-0 overall. The Fightin’ Engineers had their big upset in school history by defeating Millikin and No. 25 ranked Cornell at the competition as they played No. 8 ranked Webster on Wednesday night. The Fightin’ Engineers lost in the first period of overtime. Neither team could find an advantage in the first half which led to a draw through the first 45 minutes of play. It wasn’t until the 76th minute that Webster took a 1-0 lead. Rose Hulman was able to bounce back and tie the game with just 39 seconds with a goal from Conner Ker in overtime. In the overtimes, the Gorillas could not capitalize on a turnover to allow Jol Wilson to score the golden goal.

Rose Hulman Volleyball:
- Connor Webb – Collected seven assists
- Michael Simmons – Assisted the first goal
- Katie Orbeta – Collected seven kills and 16 assists while Gabi Razma earned 25 digs in the win.
- Bill Nunez – Added 14 kills and Grace Beach added 14 kills.
- Raymond Burtnick – Led the receiving corps with 25 catches and 250 yards and had two touchdown receptions.
- Blake Powell – Sports Editor
- Mike Riley – Sports Editor

RHT Men’s Soccer
- Rose Hulman fell to 2-6 with the tight loss to Webster on Wednesday night. The Fightin’ Engineers lost in the first overtime.
- Neither team could find an advantage in the first half which led to a draw through the first 45 minutes of play. It wasn’t until the 76th minute that Webster took a 1-0 lead. Rose Hulman was able to bounce back and tie the game with just 39 seconds with a goal from Conner Ker in overtime.
- In the overtimes, the Gorillas could not capitalize on a turnover to allow Jol Wilson to score the golden goal.

RHT Women’s Soccer
- Rose Hulman fell to 2-6 with the tight loss to Webster on Wednesday night. The Fightin’ Engineers lost in the first overtime.
- Neither team could find an advantage in the first half which led to a draw through the first 45 minutes of play. It wasn’t until the 76th minute that Webster took a 1-0 lead. Rose Hulman was able to bounce back and tie the game with just 39 seconds with a goal from Conner Ker in overtime. In the overtimes, the Gorillas could not capitalize on a turnover to allow Jol Wilson to score the golden goal.
ITALIAN: You’re going to feel the urge to get fit. So jump out of bed, don a full fursuit, and take a jaunt about the fine halls of this institution? We want to hear about it! Send a flipside to the Mailroom Delivery Service. Build a Live Fire Fire Alarm Distress Signal Canada Geese... And you're going to feel the urge to get fit. You went a little too hard last weekend and your body is suffering the effects. This week should be about chugging copious amounts of cold medicine and napping every spare moment you have.

Taurus: Nowadays, it seems like everybody and their mother wants a favor out of you. However, you are actually made up of red goo and bodily organs, not favors. Usually, they want you to donate to charity happening September 25th & 26th in the SRC.

CANCER: You’re in the mood to cuddle. Try to shake up your love life by going for a sporking session rather than simply spooning. And yes, sporking is exactly what you think it is. Sporking is exactly what you think it is.

CANCER: There’s no place like home and there’s no place like home this week. However, you are currently attending an elite college, and have literally no time to kick back with the ‘rents. Instead, drown your sorrows with lobsters. Lobster Day is September 7th. Lobster Day is September 7th.

SCORPIO: People are not always who they seem to be. The horns down the hall from you is actually an escaped experiment from the labs. It may provide a new insight into history, but a poor grade for the class.

SAGITTARIUS: You have seven reasons why you should go to a doctor’s appointment for the doctor that you have. The horns down the hall from you is actually an escaped experiment from the labs. It may provide a new insight into history, but a poor grade for the class.

WACKY PROF QUOTES

“Don’t just sit on your butt here, you ‘consume leisure.’”
- Dr. Dale Bremmer

“When you look at a matrix, give it a cup of coffee, get to know it. And if it’s not invertible, maybe only give it a small cup of coffee.”
- Dr. Allen Holder

“The Rose Life will be feeling extra homesick this week. There’s no place like home and there’s no place like home this week. However, you are currently attending an elite college, and have literally no time to kick back with the ‘rents. Instead, drown your sorrows with lobsters. Lobster Day is September 7th. Lobster Day is September 7th.

Did your prof say something hilarious or just great out of context? Are your students comically loquacious? Did you hear something amusing on your jaunt about the fine halls of this institution? We want to hear about it! Send your quotes with who said it to thorn flipside@rose-hulman.edu or fill out this nifty google form. https://goo.gl/forms/bB339sx6GHohggYt1